The letter A.

A as in anteater.

Aa ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter B.

B as in bear.

Bb ___________________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter C.

C as in cat.

Cc ____________________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter D.

D as in dog.

Dd __________________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter E.

E as in elephant.

Ee ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter F.

F as in fish.

Ff ________________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter G.

G as in goat.

Gg ____________________
The letter H.

H as in horse.

Hh ____________________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter I.

I as in insect.

Ii ________________
The letter J.

J as in jackrabbit.

Jj __________________________________________
The letter K.

K as in kangaroo.

Kk ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter L.

L as in lion.

Ll ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter M.

M as in mouse.

Mm ___________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter N.

N as in nurse shark.

Nn ____________________
The letter O.

O as in ostrich.

Oo ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter P.

P as in pig.

Pp ____________________
The letter Q.

Q as in quail.

Qq ________________
The letter R.

R as in rooster.

Rr ___________________
The letter S.

S as in snake.

Ss ____________________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter T.

T as in tortoise.
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter U.

U as in unicorn.

Uu ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter V.

V as in vulture.
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Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter Ww.

W as in wolf.

Ww ________________________
The letter X.

X as in xenops.

Xx ________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter Y.

Y as in yak.

Yy ____________________
Color the picture. Write the letter on the line.

The letter Z.

Z as in zebra.

Zz ____________________